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GENERALIZED HILBERT FUNCTIONS
CLAUDIA POLINI AND YU XIE
ABSTRACT. Let M be a finite module and let I be an arbitrary ideal over a Noetherian local ring.
We define the generalized Hilbert function of I on M using the 0th local cohomology functor. We
show that our definition re-conciliates with that of Ciuperca˘. By generalizing Singh’s formula (which
holds in the case of λ(M/IM)<∞), we prove that the generalized Hilbert coefficients j0, . . . , jd−2 are
preserved under a general hyperplane section, where d = dimM. We also keep track of the behavior
of jd−1. Then we apply these results to study the generalized Hilbert function for ideals that have
minimal j-multiplicity or almost minimal j-multiplicity. We provide counterexamples to show that
the generalized Hilbert series of ideals having minimal or almost minimal j-multiplicity does not
have the ‘expected’ shape described in the case where λ(M/IM) < ∞. Finally we give a sufficient
condition such that the generalized Hilbert series has the desired shape.
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we define the generalized Hilbert function of I, where I is an arbitrary ideal over a
Noetherian local ring (R,m). We study its behavior under general hyperplane sections and investi-
gate the interplay between the generalized Hilbert function and the depth of the associated graded
ring. The associated graded ring grI(R) :=⊕∞t=1It/It+1 of I is an algebraic construction whose pro-
jective scheme represents the exceptional fiber of the blowup of a variety along a subvariety. The
Hilbert function of I provides useful information on its arithmetical properties, like its depth, which
in turn give information, for instance, on the cohomology groups of the blowup.
In this introduction we will only discuss the case of associated graded rings, although in the rest
of the paper we will treat associated graded modules.
For an m-primary ideal I, the Hilbert-Samuel function is defined to be the numerical function
HI(t) that measures the growth of the length λ(R/It+1) of the (t + 1)th power of I for all t ≥ 0.
For t sufficiently large, the function HI(t) is a polynomial in t of degree d, the dimension of R.
This is the Hilbert-Samuel polynomial PI(t) of I, whose normalized coefficients ei(I), 0 ≤ i ≤ d,
dubbed the Hilbert-Samuel coefficients of I, are uniquely determined by I. The notion of Hilbert
function is fundamental and has been widely studied by algebraists and geometers. For example, the
well-known Singh’s formula proved for the Hilbert-Samuel function yields the fact that the Hilbert-
Samuel coefficients e0, . . . ,ed−2 are preserved under a general hyperplane section. It also allows us
to keep track of the behaviors of ed−1 and ed under a general hyperplane section.
The interplay between the Hilbert function of I, more precisely its Hilbert coefficients, and the
depth of the associated graded ring has been widely investigated. This line of study has its roots
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in the pioneering work of Sally. The idea is that extremal values of the Hilbert coefficients, most
notably of the multiplicity of I, yield high depth of the associated graded ring and, conversely, good
depth properties encode all the information about the Hilbert function. In 1967 Abhyankar proved
that the multiplicity e(R) = e0(m) of a d-dimensional Cohen-Macaulay local ring is bounded below
by µ(m)− d + 1, where µ(m) is the embedding dimension of R [1]. Rings for which e0 = µ(m)−
d +1 have since then been called rings of minimal multiplicity. In the case of minimal multiplicity,
Sally had shown that the associated graded ring gr
m
(R) is always Cohen-Macaulay with the Hilbert-
Samuel series hI(z) := ∑∞t=0 HI(t)zt = (1+ hz)/(1− z)d+1, where h = µ(m)− d is the embedding
codimension of R [19]. Almost twenty years later, Rossi-Valla [15] and Wang [24] independently
proved that if the multiplicity of R is almost minimal then the depth of gr
m
(R) is almost maximal,
i.e., it is at least d−1. Furthermore in [15], all the possible Hilbert-Samuel series of rings of almost
minimal multiplicity have been described to be of the form hI(z) = (1+hz+ zs)/(1− z)d+1, where
2≤ s≤ h+1. Since then there have been many generalizations of these results to m-primary ideals
and to modules having ideal filtrations of finite colength, a condition that is required to define the
classical Hilbert function (see for example [16], [8], [6], [7], [18], [14], [17]).
The first work to generalize the theory of minimal and almost minimal multiplicity to arbitrary
ideals was done by Polini and Xie [13]. If the ideal I is not m-primary then the Hilbert function
is not defined, thus there is no numerical information on Hilbert coefficients available to study the
Cohen-Macaulayness of grI(R). To remedy the lack of this tool, Polini and Xie proposed to use the
notion of j-multiplicity. The j-multiplicity was introduced by Achilles and Manaresi [2] in 1993
as a generalization of the Hilbert multiplicity to arbitrary ideals. It has been frequently used by
both algebraists and geometers as an invariant to deal with improper intersections and non-isolated
singularities [2].
In [13], Polini and Xie proved a lower bound for the j-multiplicity of an ideal and then gave the
definition of ideals having minimal j-multiplicity or almost minimal j-multiplicity. Under certain
residual conditions, they proved that for ideals having minimal j-multiplicity (respectively, almost
minimal j-multiplicity), the associated graded ring is Cohen-Macaulay (respectively, almost Cohen-
Macaulay). Their work has been extended further very recently by Mantero and Xie by introducing
the concept of j-stretched ideals [10]. Although both work successfully generalized many classical
results, there is no description of the Hilbert function as it has been done for m-primary ideals.
In this paper, we define the generalized Hilbert function of an arbitrary ideal I on a finite module
M over a Noetherian local ring using 0th local cohomology. We then present Ciuperca˘’s approach
and re-conciliate that with ours. We generalize Singh’s formula to arbitrary ideals and show that
the first d−1 generalized Hilbert coefficients j0, . . . , jd−2 are preserved under a general hyperplane
section, where d is the dimension of the module M. Furthermore, we keep track of how the next
generalized Hilbert coefficient jd−1 changes. In Section 3, we study the generalized Hilbert function
for ideals that have minimal j-multiplicity or have almost minimal j-multiplicity on M. We provide
counterexamples to show that the generalized Hilbert series of ideals having minimal or almost
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minimal j-multiplicity on M does not have the ‘expected’ shape as described in the case where
λ(M/IM)< ∞. We then give a sufficient condition such that the generalized Hilbert series has the
desired shape.
The study of the generalized Hilbert function is of independent interest and for example will be
used in a future work where we investigate the first generalized Hilbert coefficient j1 in relation
with the normalization of the Rees algebra [11].
2. BASIC PROPERTIES OF GENERALIZED HILBERT FUNCTIONS
Let M be a finite module over a Noetherian local ring (R,m) and I an arbitrary R-ideal. Let
T = grI(M) := ⊕∞t=0ItM/It+1M be the associated graded module of I on M. Observe T is a fi-
nite graded module over the associated graded ring G = grI(R) := ⊕∞t=0It/It+1. In general the
homogeneous components of T may not have finite length, thus we consider the T -submodule of
elements supported on m, W = Γm(T ) = 0 :T m∞ = ⊕∞t=0Γm (ItM/It+1M). Since W is annihilated
by a large power of m, it is a finite graded module over grI(R)⊗R R/mα for some α ≥ 0, hence its
Hilbert-Samuel function HW (t) = ∑tν=0 λ(Γm (IνM/Iν+1M)) is well defined. We define the gener-
alized Hilbert-Samuel function of I on M: HI,M(t) := HW (t) for every t ≥ 0, and the generalized
Hilbert-Samuel series of I on M: hI,M(z) := ∑∞t=0 HW (t)zt . By the Hilbert-Serre theorem, we know
that the series is of the form
hI,M(z) = h(z)/(1− z)r+1,
where h(z) ∈ Z[z], h(1) 6= 0 and r = dimGW . The polynomial h(z) is called the h-polynomial of I
on M.
Let dimM = d. Then dimGW ≤ dimG T = d, thus HI,M(t) is eventually a polynomial
PI,M(t) =
d
∑
i=0
(−1)i ji(I,M)
(
t +d− i
d− i
)
of degree at most d. We define PI,M(t) to be the generalized Hilbert-Samuel polynomial of I on
M and ji(I,M), 0 ≤ i ≤ d, the generalized Hilbert-Samuel coefficients of I on M. Observe that the
normalized leading coefficient j0(I,M) is also called the j-multiplicity of I on M (see for instance
[2] or [12]).
Recall that the Krull dimension of the special fiber module T/mT is called the analytic spread of
I on M and is denoted by ℓ(I,M). In general, dimGW ≤ ℓ(I,M)≤ d and equalities hold if and only
if ℓ(I,M) = d. Therefore j0(I,M) 6= 0 if and only if ℓ(I,M) = d [12, 2.1].
If M/IM has finite length, the ideal I is said to be an ideal of definition on M. In this case
each homogeneous component of T has finite length, thus W = T and the generalized Hilbert-
Samuel function coincides with the usual Hilbert-Samuel function; in particular the generalized
Hilbert-Samuel coefficients ji(I,M) coincides with the usual Hilbert-Samuel coefficients ei(I,M),
0≤ i≤ d.
The definition of generalized Hilbert function, generalized Hilbert polynomial, and correspond-
ing generalized Hilbert coefficients is new to the literature. It appeared first in an unpublished work
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of Polini and Ulrich. It stems from the original definition of j-multiplicity given by Achilles and
Manaresi [2]. The definition of higher generalized Hilbert coefficients presented in the literature is
quite different (see [3] and [4]). We review now Ciuperca˘’s approach and re-conciliate that with
ours. More precisely, for each i, Ciuperca˘ defined a sequence of numbers which represents the ith
generalized Hilbert coefficient [4, 2.1]. We will show that our (−1)i ji(I,M) is the last element in
that sequence (see Proposition 2.4).
Let q be an ideal of definition on M/IM. We form the bigraded module T ′ = grq(grI(M)) =
⊕∞s,t=0(qsItM + It+1M)/(qs+1ItM + It+1M), then T ′ is a finite bigraded module over the bigraded
ring G′ =⊕∞s,t=0(qsIt + It+1)/(qs+1It + It+1). Notice that every homogeneous component of T ′ has
finite length. Let
H(0,0)(q,I,M)(s, t) = λ((q
sItM+ It+1M)/(qs+1ItM+ It+1M)),
H(1,0)(q,I,M)(s, t) =
s
∑
µ=0
H(0,0)(q,I,M)(µ, t) = λ(I
tM/(qs+1ItM+ It+1M)),
and
H(1,1)(q,I,M)(s, t) =
t
∑
ν=0
H(1,0)(q,I,M)(s,ν) = λ(M/(q
s+1M+ IM))+ · · ·+λ(ItM/(qs+1ItM+ It+1M)).
For s and t sufficiently large, H(0,0)(q,I,M)(s, t), H
(1,0)
(q,I,M)(s, t) and H
(1,1)
(q,I,M)(s, t) are polynomials P
(0,0)
(q,I,M)(s, t),
P(1,0)(q,I,M)(s, t) and P
(1,1)
(q,I,M)(s, t) in two variables s, t of degree at most d−2, d−1 and d respectively.
One can write
P(0,0)(q,I,M)(s, t) = ∑
i, j≥0, i+ j≤d−2
a
(0,0)
(q,I,M)(i, j)
(
s+ i
i
)(
t + j
j
)
,
P(1,0)(q,I,M)(s, t) = ∑
i, j≥0, i+ j≤d−1
a
(1,0)
(q,I,M)(i, j)
(
s+ i
i
)(
t + j
j
)
,
and
P(1,1)(q,I,M)(s, t) = ∑
i, j≥0, i+ j≤d
a
(1,1)
(q,I,M)(i, j)
(
s+ i
i
)(
t + j
j
)
.
Then a(0,0)(q,I,M)(i, j) = a
(1,0)
(q,I,M)(i+1, j) for i, j ≥ 0, i+ j ≤ d−2 and a
(1,0)
(q,I,M)(i, j) = a
(1,1)
(q,I,M)(i, j+1)
for i, j ≥ 0, i+ j ≤ d−1. The ith generalized Hilbert coefficient defined by Ciuperca˘ is as follows
[4, 2.1]:
ji(q, I,M) = (a(1,1)(q,I,M)(i,d− i), a
(1,1)
(q,I,M)(i−1,d− i), . . . ,a
(1,1)
(q,I,M)(0,d− i)) ∈ Z
i+1
for every 0≤ i≤ d.
Notice that j0(q, I,M) = a(1,1)(q,I,M)(0,d) = a
(1,0)
(q,I,M)(0,d − 1) and a
(1,1)
(q,I,M)(0,d) = j0(I,M) the j-
multiplicity of I on M (see [3] or [4]). Moreover, if I is an ideal of definition on M, then for
0 ≤ i ≤ d, a(1,1)(q,I,M)(0,d− i) = (−1)
i ji(I,M) = (−1)iei(I,M) and a(1,1)(q,I,M)(l,d− i) = 0 if 0 < l ≤ i
([3], [4]). In particular, a(1,1)(q,I,M)(0,d) = j0(I,M) = e0(I,M) is the usual Hilbert-Samuel multiplicity
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of I on M. Our first goal is to show that for any ideal I, the coefficient a(1,1)(q,I,M)(0,d− i) coincides
with (−1)i ji(I,M) for suitable choice of q (see Proposition 2.4).
In the following lemma (Lemma 2.2) we are going to show that Ciuperca˘’s ith generalized Hilbert
coefficient behaves well under a general hyperplane section for 0 ≤ i ≤ d− 2. This generalizes
Proposition 2.11 in [4] since we do not assume that the hyperplane section is a nonzero divisor. Fur-
thermore, we keep track of how the (d−1)th generalized Hilbert coefficient jd−1(q, I,M) changes
(notice that there is an error in [4, 2.11], namely jd−1(q, I,M) is not preserved, see Example ??).
The proof uses a generalization of Singh’s formula (see Lemma 2.1) as it is done in the case of
ideals of definition on M (see [17, Lemma 1.6, Proposition 1.2]).
Lemma 2.1. Let R be a Noetherian local ring, let I be any R-ideal, and let M be a finitely generated
R-module. For any x ∈ I write M = M/xM. The generalized Singh’s formula holds for any non
negative integers s and t:
H(1,0)(q,I,M)(s, t) = H
(1,1)
(q,I,M)(s, t)
+∑tν=2 λ(IνM :M x/[(qs+1IνM+ Iν+1M) :M x+ Iν−1M])
−∑tν=1 λ([(qs+1IνM+ Iν+1M) :Iν−1M x]/[qs+1Iν−1M+ IνM]).
Moreover if I is an ideal of definition on M, then for s >> 0, the above formula becomes the usual
Singh’s formula:
λ(ItM/It+1M) = λ(M/It+1M+ xM)−λ(It+1M :M x/It M).
Proof. First, for every ν≥ 0, there is an exact sequence:
0−→ [(qs+1IνM+ Iν+1M) :Iν−1M x]/[qs+1Iν−1M+ IνM]−→
Iν−1M/[qs+1Iν−1M+ IνM] x−→ IνM/[qs+1IνM+ Iν+1M]
−→ IνM/[xIν−1M+qs+1IνM+ Iν+1M]−→ 0.
By adding ν up to t, we obtain that
H(1,0)(q,I,M)(s, t) = H
(1,1)
(q,I,M)(s, t)
+
t
∑
ν=2
λ([xM∩ IνM+qs+1IνM+ Iν+1M]/[xIν−1M+qs+1IνM+ Iν+1M])
−
t
∑
ν=1
λ([(qs+1IνM+ Iν+1M) :Iν−1M x]/[qs+1Iν−1M+ IνM]).(1)
Observe that
[xM∩ IνM+qs+1IνM+ Iν+1M]/[xIν−1M+qs+1IνM+ Iν+1M]
∼= xM∩ IνM/[xM∩ (qs+1IνM+ Iν+1M)+ xIν−1M]
= x(IνM :M x)/x[(qs+1IνM+ Iν+1M) :M x+ Iν−1M].
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It is easy to see that the surjective map IνM :M x x→ x(IνM :M x)/x[(qs+1IνM+ Iν+1M) :M x+ Iν−1M]
has kernel (qs+1IνM+ Iν+1M) :M x+ Iν−1M. Therefore
λ([xM∩ IνM+qs+1IνM+ Iν+1M]/[xIν−1M+qs+1IνM+ Iν+1M])
= λ(x(IνM :M x)/x[(qs+1IνM+ Iν+1M) :M x+ Iν−1M])
= λ(IνM :M x/[(qs+1IνM+ Iν+1M) :M x+ Iν−1M]).
By plugging in equation (1) we obtain the desired formula.
For the second part, observe that if I is an ideal of definition on M then for s >> 0, qs+1M ⊆ IM.
Hence the formula in the statement of Lemma 2.1 becomes
λ(ItM/It+1M)−λ(M/It+1M+ xM)
=
t
∑
ν=2
λ(IνM :M x/[Iν+1M :M x+ Iν−1M])−
t
∑
ν=1
λ(Iν+1M :Iν−1M x/IνM)
=
t
∑
ν=2
λ(IνM :M x/Iν−1M)−
t
∑
ν=2
λ([Iν+1M :M x+ Iν−1M]/Iν−1M)−
t
∑
ν=1
λ(Iν+1M :Iν−1M x/IνM)
=
t
∑
ν=2
λ(IνM :M x/Iν−1M)−
t
∑
ν=2
λ(Iν+1M :M x/Iν+1M :Iν−1M x)−
t
∑
ν=1
λ(Iν+1M :Iν−1M x/IνM)
=
t
∑
ν=2
λ(IνM :M x/Iν−1M)−
t
∑
ν=1
λ(Iν+1M :M x/IνM)
= −λ(It+1M :M x/It M).
We now need to recall some definitions and basic facts (see for instance [2], [9], [21] and [13]).
Let (R,m) be a Noetherian local ring, I an R-ideal, M a finite R-module, and G and T are defined
as before. An element x ∈ R is said to be a filter-regular element for M with respect to I, if 0 :M
x ⊆ 0 :M I∞. This holds if and only if x avoids all associated primes of M that do not contain I.
A sequence of elements x1, . . . ,xl of I is called a filter-regular sequence for M with respect to I,
if (x1, . . . ,xi−1)M :M xi ⊆ (x1, . . . ,xi−1)M :M I∞ for 1 ≤ i ≤ l. The sequence x1, . . . ,xl of I is called
a superficial sequence for M with respect to I if the initial forms x∗1, . . . ,x∗l of x1, . . . ,xl in G are
of degree one and form a filter-regular sequence for T with respect to G+, where G+ is the ideal
generated by all homogeneous elements of positive degree in G. It is well-known that if x1, . . . ,xl
form a superficial sequence then they also form a filter-regular sequence.
Let I = (a1, . . . ,an). Recall that a1, . . . ,an form a d-sequence on M (or an absolutely superficial
M-sequence in the sense of Trung) if [(a1, . . . ,ai−1)M :M ai]∩ IM = (a1, . . . ,ai−1)M for 1≤ i≤ n.
Let I = (a1, . . . ,an) and write xi = ∑nj=1 λi ja j for 1≤ i≤ l and (λi j)∈ Rln. The elements x1, . . . ,xl
form a sequence of general elements in I (equivalently x1, . . . ,xl are general in I) if there exists a
dense open subset U of Kln such that the image (λi j) ∈U , where K = R/m is the residual field of
R. When l = 1, x = x1 is said to be general in I.
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The notion of general elements is a fundamental tool for our study as they are always a superficial
sequence for M with respect to I [25, 2.5]; they generate a minimal reduction J whose reduction
number rJ(I,M) coincides with the reduction number r(I,M) of I on M if l = ℓ(I,M) (see [22, 2.2]
and [20, 8.6.6]); and they form a super-reduction in the sense of [2] whenever l = ℓ(I,M) = d =
dimR M (see [25, 2.5]). Furthermore, one can compute the j-multiplicity using general elements.
The next proposition states the behaviors of Ciuperca˘’s generalized Hilbert coefficients under a
general hyperplane section.
Proposition 2.2. Let R be a Noetherian local ring with infinite residue field, let I be any R-ideal,
and let M be a finitely generated R-module of dimension d. If x is a general element in I then the
following statements hold:
(a) ji(q, I,M) = ji(q, I,M/xM) for 0≤ i≤ d−2.
(b) There exists a fixed positive integer t0 such that if t > t0,
t
∑
ν=2
λ(IνM :M x/[(qs+1IνM+ Iν+1M) :M x+ Iν−1M])
−
t
∑
ν=1
λ([(qs+1IνM+ Iν+1M) :Iν−1M x]/[qs+1Iν−1M+ IνM])
is a polynomial ∑d−1i=0 βi
(
s+ i
i
)
in s of degree at most d−1 (i.e., it does not depend on t).
Therefore jd−1(q, I,M) = jd−1(q, I,M/xM)+ (βd−1, . . . ,β0).
Proof. By avoiding finitely many associated prime ideals of T ′ which do not contain I/qI, we obtain
a general element x in I such that the image x′ in I/qI is filter-regular for T ′ with respect to the ideal
(I/qI)G′. Thus there exists t0 > 0 such that for every t > t0 and for every s≥ 0, xM∩ ItM = xIt−1M
and (qs+1ItM + It+1M) :It−1M x = qs+1It−1M + ItM. Write M = M/xM. By Lemma 2.1 we obtain
for sufficiently large s and t,
P(1,0)(q,I,M)(s, t) = P
(1,1)
(q,I,M)(s, t)+
t0∑
ν=2
λ(IνM :M x/[(qs+1IνM+ Iν+1M) :M x+ Iν−1M])
−
t0∑
ν=1
λ([(qs+1IνM+ Iν+1M) :Iν−1M x]/[qs+1Iν−1M+ IνM]).(2)
Now the desired equality follows from (2) by equaling the coefficients.
The following lemma follows from [21, 1.1, 2.1].
Lemma 2.3. Let (R,m) be a Noetherian local ring with infinite residue field, let G be a standard
graded ring over R, and let T be a finite G-module. Fix a positive integer l. Then there exists
y = y1, . . . ,yl in m such that y forms a d-sequence on T , i.e., for every 1≤ i≤ l,
(y1, . . . ,yi−1)T :T yi = (y1, . . . ,yi−1)T :T m∞
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and
[(y1, . . . ,yi−1)T :T yi]∩ (y1, . . . ,yl)T = (y1, . . . ,yi−1)T.
In particular, if T =⊕∞t=0Tt is a finite graded module over G, then for every t ≥ 0,
(y1, . . . ,yi−1)Tt :Tt yi = (y1, . . . ,yi−1)Tt :Tt m
∞
and
[(y1, . . . ,yi−1)Tt :Tt yi]∩ (y1, . . . ,yl)Tt = (y1, . . . ,yi−1)Tt
which shows that y forms an absolutely superficial Tt -sequence for every t ≥ 0.
Proof. Since T is a finite G-module and mG is a G-ideal, there exist a1, . . . ,al in m such that their
initial forms a∗1, . . . ,a∗l in mG form a filter-regular sequence for T with respect to mG. By [21, 2.1],
there is an ascending sequence of integers n1 ≤ n2 ≤ . . . ≤ nl such that (a∗1)n1 , . . . ,(a∗l )nl form a
d-sequence on T . Set y = an11 , . . . ,a
nl
l . Then the conclusions follow from [21, 1.1].
In the following proposition we achieve our first goal. We show that how our generalized Hilbert
coefficients are related to the generalized Hilbert coefficients of Ciuperca˘. The proof of this result
follows essentially from Lemma 2.3 and [21, 4.1].
Proposition 2.4. Let (R,m) be a Noetherian local ring with infinite residue field, let I be any R-
ideal, let M be a finitely generated R-module of dimension d, and let T be the associated graded
module of I on M. Then there exist elements y1, . . . ,yd ∈m which form a d-sequence on Tt for every
t ≥ 0. Therefore if we set q = (y1, . . . ,yd) then a(1,1)(q,I,M)(0,d− i) = (−1)i ji(I,M) for every 0≤ i≤ d.
Proof. By Lemma 2.3, there exist elements y1, . . . ,yd ∈ m such that y1, . . . ,yd form a d-sequence
on Tt for every t ≥ 0, in particular, they form a system of parameters for Tt . By [21, 4.1], for every
t ≥ 0,
H(1,0)T ′ (s, t) = λ(Tt/qs+1Tt) =
d
∑
i=0
[λ(qiTt :Tt m∞/qiTt)−λ(qi−1Tt :Tt m∞/qi−1Tt)]
(
s+ i
i
)
,
where qi = (y1, . . . ,yi), 1≤ i≤ d, q0 = (0) and q−1Tt :Tt m∞/q−1Tt = (0)Tt .
Thus for t >> 0,
d
∑
i=0
(−1)i ji(I,M)
(
t +d− i
d− i
)
=
t
∑
ν=0
λ(0 :Tν m∞)
=
d
∑
i=0
a
(1,1)
(q,I,M)(0,d− i)
(
t +d− i
d− i
)
.
We are done by equaling corresponding coefficients.
We now recall the notion of specialization from [23]. Let S = V [x] be a polynomial ring over a
regular local ring (V,n) and S˜ = V [z]
nV [z][x], where z = (z1, . . . ,zl) are l variables over S. Assume
V has infinite residue field K. Let α = (α1, . . . ,αl) be a family of elements of V . Let F˜ be a free
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S˜-module of finite rank. The specialization F˜α is a free S-module of the same rank. Let M˜ be a
finite S˜-module and φ : F˜ → G˜→ M˜ → 0 a finite free representation of M˜ with representing matrix
B= (ai j(z,x)), where ai j(z,x)= pi j[z,x]/q[z], pi j[z,x]∈V [z,x] and q[z]∈V [z]\nV [z]. For any α∈V l
such that q[α] 6= 0 in K, we define ai j(α,x) = pi j[α,x]/q[α] and set Bα = (ai j(α,x)). Then Bα is well
defined for almost all α. The specialization φα : F˜α → G˜α of φ is given by the matrix Bα provided
Bα is well-defined. The specialization of M˜α is defined as coker(φα). By [22], M˜α is well-defined
and does not depend on the matrix representation B for almost all α. It is easy to see that if M is a
finite S-module and M˜ = M⊗S S˜, then M˜α ∼= M. Applying a similar proof of [23], one can show that
all the properties of specialization proved in [23] when V is a field also hold if V is a regular local
ring.
We arrive at our main theorem. It follows from Propositions 2.4 and 2.2.
Theorem 2.5. Let R be a Noetherian local ring with infinite residue field, let I be any R-ideal,
and let M be a finitely generated R-module of dimension d. If x is a general element in I then
ji(I,M) = ji(I,M/xM) for 0≤ i≤ d−2.
Proof. By passing to the completion, we may assume that R = V/H , where (V,n) is a regular
local ring. We may further pass to (V,n) to assume that (R,m) is a regular local ring. Write
I = (a1, . . . ,an). Let R˜ = R[z]mR[z], where z = (z1, . . . ,zn) are n variables over R. Let M˜ = M⊗R R˜,
T˜ = grIR˜(M˜) = T ⊗R R˜. Set x˜ = ∑nj=1 z ja j and T˜/x˜M˜ := grIR˜(M˜/x˜M˜). By Proposition 2.4, there
exist elements y1, . . . ,yd ∈m which form an absolutely superficial sequence for both T˜ and T˜/x˜M˜.
By Propositions 2.4 and 2.2, if we set q = (y1, . . . ,yd), then for every 0≤ i≤ d−2, we have
(−1)i ji(I,M˜) = a(1,1)(q,I,M˜)(0,d− i) = a
(1,1)
(q,I,M˜/x˜M˜)
(0,d− i) = (−1)i ji(I,M˜/x˜M˜).
Furthermore for 1≤ i≤ d, set qi = (y1, . . . ,yi), then
[(y1, . . . ,yi−1)T˜ :T˜ yi]∩ (y1, . . . ,yd)T˜ = (y1, . . . ,yi−1)T˜ .
[(y1, . . . ,yi−1)T˜/x˜M˜ :T˜/x˜M˜ yi]∩ (y1, . . . ,yd)T˜/x˜M˜ = (y1, . . . ,yi−1)T˜/x˜M˜.
Since T˜ and T˜/x˜M˜ are finite modules over a polynomial ring over the regular local ring R˜, by [23,
3.6, 3.2], there exists a dense open subset U of Kn such that if α = (α1, . . . ,αn) ∈U , then
[(y1, . . . ,yi−1)T :T yi]∩ (y1, . . . ,yd)T
= ([(y1, . . . ,yi−1)T˜ :T˜ yi]∩ (y1, . . . ,yd)T˜ )α
= ((y1, . . . ,yi−1)T˜ )α = (y1, . . . ,yi−1)T
[(y1, . . . ,yi−1)T/xM :T/xM yi]∩ (y1, . . . ,yd)T/xM
= ([(y1, . . . ,yi−1)T˜/x˜M˜ :T˜/x˜M˜ yi]∩ (y1, . . . ,yd)T˜/x˜M˜)α
= ((y1, . . . ,yi−1)T˜/x˜M˜)α = (y1, . . . ,yi−1)T/xM.
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and the image x = ∑nj=1 α ja j ∈ I/qI is filter-regular on T ′ = grq(T ) with respect to the ideal G′(01)G′.
Hence
(−1)i ji(I,M) = a(1,1)(q,I,M)(0,d− i) = a
(1,1)
(q,I,M/xM)(0,d− i) = (−1)
i ji(I,M/xM).
for every 0≤ i≤ d−2.
Lemma 2.1 also allows us to keep track of the behaviors of jd−1 and jd under a general hyperplane
section as it has been done for ideals of definition on M.
It is well-known that the leading generalized Hilbert coefficient j0(I,M), which is also called the
j-multiplicity of I on M, is preserved under a general hyperplane section (see for instance [12]).
The preservation of higher generalized Hilbert coefficients was unknown due to the fact that it
is hard to estimate the change of the length of each homogenous component of Γm(T ) under a
general hyperplane section. Our method gives another way to compute the length of homogenous
components of Γm(T ) by using a suitable bigraded module.
As we can see in Example 3.3 under a general hyperplane section, in general only the generalized
coefficients j0, . . . , jd−2 are preserved. Indeed, let S be the hypersurface ring obtained by the poly-
nomial ring R = K[x,y,z,v,w] by modding out a general element ξ in the ideal I = I2(B) as defined
in Example 3.3. Let L be the ideal IS. Notice that dimS = 3, the associated graded ring of L is
Cohen-Macaulay, however j2(L) is not preserved if we go modulo a general element ν in L. Notice
that j2(L/νL) = 4 > 1 = j2(L), i.e. jd−1 does not decrease if the initial form of the general element
is regular on G. This is a general fact that is explained in the next Remark.
Remark 2.6. Assume R has infinite residue field and the grade of G+ in G is positive. For a general
element x in I we have jd−1(I,M/xM)≥ jd−1(I,M).
The above remark follows directly from Proposition 2.2 part (b), as the sum
t
∑
ν=2
λ(IνM :M x/[(qs+1IνM+ Iν+1M) :M x+ Iν−1M])
vanishes when the initial form of x is regular on G.
3. APPLICATIONS OF GENERALIZED HILBERT FUNCTIONS.
In this section, we are going to discuss the generalized Hilbert function for ideals having minimal
or almost minimal j-multiplicity on a finite module over a Noetherian local ring.
Let (R,m) be a Noetherian local ring, let I be an R-ideal and let M be a finite R-module of
dimM = d. Let G and T be defined as before. By adjoining a variable z and passing to the local ring
R[z]
mR[z], we may assume that the residue field of R is infinite. Recall for general elements x1, . . . ,xd
in I, let M = M/(x1, . . . ,xd−1)M :M I∞. Then M is either the zero module or a 1-dimensional Cohen-
Macaulay module and I is an ideal of definition on M. Then one has the Hilbert-Samuel function of
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I on M
HI,M(t) = λR/I(M/It+1M)
and the Hilbert-Samuel series of I on M
hI,M(z) = ∑
t≥0
HI,M(t)z
t .
The following lemma says that the Hilbert-Samuel function HI,M does not depend on the general
elements x1, . . . ,xd in I. The proof follows from the ingredient proved in [13, 2.3], where the
independence of λ(IM/I2M) is established.
Lemma 3.1. Let R be a Noetherian local ring with infinite residue field, let I be any R-ideal, and
let M be a finitely generated R-module of dimension d. Then for general elements x1, . . . ,xd in I,
λ(ItM/It+1M) does not depend on x1, . . . ,xd for every t ≥ 0.
Proof. If ℓ(I,M)< d then M = 0. Thus we may assume that ℓ(I,M) = d. By [13, 2.5], j(I,M) =
j(I, ItM) for every t ≥ 0. Therefore the case where t ≥ 1 follows from [13, 2.3]. The case where
t = 0 also follows by a similar argument as in the proof of [13, 2.3].
Recall if I has minimal j-multiplicity on M, by [17, Theorem 2.9],
hI,M(t) =
h0 +h1t
(1− t)2
where
h0 = λ(M/IM) = λ(M/[(x1, . . . ,xd−1)M :M I∞ + IM])
and
h0 +h1 = λ(IM/I2M) = λ(IM/[(x1, . . . ,xd−1)M :IM I∞ + I2M]).
If I has almost minimal j-multiplicity on M, by [17, Corollary 4.4],
hI,M(t) =
h0 +h1t + ts
(1− t)2
for some s≥ 2, where h0 and h1 are as above.
Furthermore if I is an ideal of definition on M, the Hilbert function is preserved after modding
out elements which are regular on the associated graded module T . Hence the shape of the Hilbert-
Samuel series of M is the same as the Hilbert-Samuel series of M. However this is no longer true
for arbitrary ideals as the following two examples show.
Example 3.2. Let R= k[x,y,z,v,w] be a polynomial ring over an infinite field k and I = I2(A), where
A =
(
x y z v
y z v w
)
.
Observe that I is a perfect ideal of grade 3, I is a complete intersection on the punctured spectrum
with analytic spread ℓ(I) = 5. Hence I satisfies G5 and AN−5 . By Macaulay 2, λ(I2/JI) = 0, where J
is a general minimal reduction of I. Hence I has minimal j-multiplicity. By [13, 4.9], the associated
graded ring G = grI(R) is Cohen-Macaulay.
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However by Macaulay 2, the generalized Hilbert-Samuel series of I is:
hI(z) =
z+ z2 + z3 + z4
(1− z)6
which does not have the expected shape.
After modding out a general element ξ1, two general elements ξ1,ξ2, three general elements
ξ1,ξ2,ξ3, and four general elements ξ1,ξ2,ξ3,ξ4 in I, the generalized Hilbert-Samuel series are
z+z2+z3+z4
(1−z)5 ,
z+z2+z3+z4
(1−z)4 ,
z+z2+z3+z4
(1−z)3 and
4z
(1−z)2 respectively. The Hilbert-Samuel series modulo the
residual intersection (ξ1,ξ2,ξ3,ξ4) : I∞ is hI(z) = 3+z(1−z)2 .
In the previous example the generalized Hilbert series was preserved until the height of the ideal
was reduced to zero. One could imagine that this is always true if G is Cohen-Macaulay. How-
ever the next example shows that the Cohen-Macaulayness of G does not suffice to preserve the
generalized Hilbert-Samuel series:
Example 3.3. Let R = k[x,y,z,v] be a polynomial ring over an infinite field k and I = I2(B), where
B =
(
x y z v
v x y z
)
.
Observe that I is a perfect ideal of grade 3, I is a generically a complete intersection with analytic
spread ℓ(I) = 4. Hence I satisfies G4 and AN−4 . Let J be a general minimal reduction of I, using
Macaulay 2, one computes λ(I2/JI) = 1. Hence I has almost minimal j-multiplicity. By [13, 4.9],
the associated graded ring G = grI(R) has depth at least 3. Indeed, G is Cohen-Macaulay.
However by Macaulay 2, the generalized Hilbert-Samuel series of I is:
hI(z) =
4z+ z2 +6z3−3z4
(1− z)5
which does not have the expected shape.
After modding out a general element ξ1, two general elements ξ1,ξ2, and three general elements
ξ1,ξ2,ξ3 in I , the generalized Hilbert-Samuel series are 4z+z2+6z3−3z4(1−z)4 , 4z+4z
2
(1−z)3 and
7z+z2
(1−z)2 respectively.
The Hilbert-Samuel series modulo the residual intersection (ξ1,ξ2,ξ3) : I∞ is hI(z) = 1+6z+z2(1−z)2 .
Finally we provide a sufficient condition to ensure that the generalized Hilbert-Samuel series of
ideals having minimal or almost minimal multiplicity has the desired shape.
Theorem 3.4. Let M be a Cohen-Macaulay module of dimension d over a Noetherian local ring
(R,m) and let I be an R-ideal with ℓ(I,M) = d. Assume depth (M/IM) ≥ 1 and I satisfies Gd and
AN−d−2 on M. Let q ⊆ m be an ideal of definition on M/IM that is generated by a d-sequence on
the associated graded module T . Let x1, . . . ,xd be general elements in I and set Ji = (x1, . . . ,xi) for
1≤ i≤ d.
(a) Assume I has minimal j-multiplicity and for 1≤ i≤ d−1 and s >> 0,
JiIM∩ (qs+1IIM+ I2IM) = Ji(qs+1IM+ I2M),
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then hI,M(z) = ε0z+ε1z
2
(1−z)d+1 , where ε0 = λ(Γm(IM/I
2M)) and ε1 = h0 +h1− ε0 with h0 +h1 =
λ(IM/I2M) = λ(IM/(x1, . . . ,xd−1)M+ I2M) defined above.
(b) Assume I has almost minimal j-multiplicity and for 1 ≤ t ≤ r(I,M), 1 ≤ i ≤ d − 1 and
s >> 0,
JiIt−1IM∩ (qs+1It IM+ It+1IM) = Ji(qs+1It−1IM+ ItIM),
then hI,M(z) = ε0z+ε1z
2+zs
(1−z)d+1 for some integer s ≥ 3, where ε0 and ε1 are the same as in part
(a).
Proof. By [13], T is Cohen-Macaulay (respectively, almost Cohen-Macaulay) if I has minimal
(respectively, almost minimal) j-multiplicity. Furthermore the initial forms x∗1, . . . ,x∗d−1 in G form
a regular sequence on T+. Hence It IM :IM x = It−1IM for every t ≥ 1. Appling Lemma 2.1 to the
module IM, one has for every s, t ≥ 0,
H(1,0)(q,I,IM)(s, t) = H
(1,1)
(q,I,IM/x1 IM)(s, t)
−∑tν=1 λ([(qs+1IνIM+ Iν+1IM) :Iν−1IM x]/[qs+1Iν−1IM+ IνIM]).
By [13], r(I,M) = 1 in part (a). Applying a similar argument as in [5], one can show that for
s >> 0, the images of x1, . . . ,xd−1 in T+/qs+1T+ form a regular sequence on T+/qs+1T+. Hence
(qs+1ItIM + It+1IM) :It−1IM x = qs+1It−1IM + ItIM for every t ≥ 1. Therefore H
(1,0)
(q,I,IM)(s, t) =
H(1,1)(q,I,IM/x1 IM)(s, t) for every s, t ≥ 0. This shows that the h-polynomial of the generalized Hilbert-
Samuel series of I on IM are preserved after modulo x1, . . . ,xd−1. Since Γ0(M/IM) = 0, one has
H(1,0)(q,I,M)(s, t) = H
(1,0)
(q,I,IM)(s, t − 1) and hI,M(z) = hI,IM(z)z. After lifting back the Hilbert-Samuel
series in the 1-dimensional case, we obtain the desired result.
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